EMBODIMENT IN COACHING
LIVE EXPERIENTIAL VIRTUAL WORKSHOP WITH ROD FRANCIS— FEBRUARY 4&5 2023

This 2-day intensive workshop explores the creative use of the body in
coaching and experientially teaches participants a number of
powerful somatic and re ective coaching tools which can evoke
transformative insight & effortless behavioral change in clients.
Each day of the Zoom workshop contains three virtual classes with short breaks in between
each session. The workshop begins at 10am US eastern and completes by 4.30pm US eastern
each day. For ICF units (11 ACSTH/CCEU), full on-camera attendance is required.
Over the two days through practical learning, breakout and teacher demonstration we
cover:
• The underpinning science and research of
embodiment and successfully using and
communicating this approach to clients.
• Meeting the client where they’re at—
knowing when to go deep & when to stay
practical for greatest impact.
• Integrating implicit and explicit process for
more effective coaching sessions—how, why
and when to do so.
• Integrating visualization, re ection and
somatics for insight, new persective and
embodied change.
• Practical experiential somatic exercises for
getting rapidly ‘under the hood’ of issues and
creating more effective and authentic
responses and actions.
• How to uncover and engage bodily intention
& commitment in coaching.
• Developing Presence as an embodied
coaching meta- competency. and for a more
sustained and powerful coaching container.

• Working in the now as a tool for future
change.
• Employing contemplative inquiry & re ection
to get under conscious story and generate
deeper responses.
• Engaging intuition as both coach & client
resource.
• An introduction to Focusing as a key
coaching resource.
• The art of resonant re ection as a ‘next level’
listening skill.
• Working with 3 key energetic elds of
embodied coaching interactions: coach’s
process, client’s process and relational eld.
• Bringing space, pace, silence & reflection for
more powerful coaching.
• Exploring the bigger mission incuding
coach’s impact on world.

EARNS—11 ICF ACSTH/CCEU
COST: USD $350
(discounts for Rod’s previous students—ask us!)

TO REGISTER: https://www.interactualizer.com/buy-courses/

SAT 4TH & SUN 5TH FEB 2023
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7am Paci c/10am Eastern to 1.30pm Paci c/4.30pm Eastern

YOUR WORKSHOP FACILITATOR

GO HERE TO REGISTER:
https://www.interactualizer.com/buy-courses/
Previous participants in any of Rod’s coach
training programs qualify for a 50% discount.
Contact us on learning@interactualizer.com to
ask for the discount code!
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